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Abstract
The  fusion  and  fission  behaviors  of  exosomes  are  essential  for  the  cell-to-cell

communication. Developing exosome-mimetic vesicles with such behaviors is of vital

importance,  but  still  remains  a  big  challenge.  Herein,  we  present  an  artificial

supramolecular  vesicle  that  exhibits  redox-modulated reversible  fusion-fission

functions. These vesicles tend to fuse together and form large-sized vesicles upon

oxidation, while undergo a fission process and return to small-sized vesicles through
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reduction.  Noteworthy,  the  aggregation-induced emission  (AIE)  characteristics  of

the  supramolecular  building  blocks  enable  the molecular  configuration  during

vesicular transformation to be monitored by fluorescence technology. Moreover, the

presented vesicles are excellent nanocarrier candidates to transfer siRNA into cancer

cells.
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Introduction

Exosomes refer to the nano-sized extracellular vesicles that are closely related

to  intercellular  signaling  and  substances  transport.[1]. A fission  process  of

releasing new vesicles from one cell and a fusion process of uptake by another

cell  are  normally  involved  during  cell-to-cell  communication,  and  such  two

processes  are  generally  reversible  and  controllable  in  living  organelles.[2]

However,  the  knowledge  on  membrane  behaviors  of  fusion  and  fission

processes, as well as their modulating factors still  remains sparse due to the

complex composition of exosomes and cellular environment.[3] This obstacle

inspires the development of artificial vesicles that possess similar architecture

and  behaviors as exosomes,  which not  only  contribute  to  fundamental

understanding of these processes of exosomes, but also provide opportunities

for practical applications of artificial vesicles as delivery in biosystems.

Despite great progresses have been made on design and creation of artificial

vesicles  with  fusion  or  fission  behaviors,  these  are  always  one-way

transformations.[4] For instance, Paxton’ group demonstrated the fusion process

of  a  nano-sized polymersome into  giant  vesicles  in  dilute  NaCl solutions.[5]

Han’ group  developed  a  cell-sized  vesicle  loaded  with  DNA to  mimic  the

division behavior of eukaryotic  cells.[6] To the best of  our  knowledge,  there



have been no previous reports on utilization of artificial vesicles to mimic the

reversible and controllable fusion and fission behaviors of exosomes. In most

cases,  the  fusion  or  fission  processes  are  extensively  driven  by  chemical

reaction or osmotic stress with a simple method of adding substrates (such as

salt, glucose, proteins, et al.) into aqueous solutions.[4i,5] The chemical reaction

and  osmotic  stress  offer  sufficient  energy  to  change  surface  tension  of

membrane  and  water  volume  inside  vesicles,  generating  the  subsequent

morphological  transformations.  However,  the  reversible  transformation  is

difficult to be realized, mainly because these chemical reactions are irreversible

and few approaches can be explored to decrease osmotic stress outside vesicles

to original state. Evidently, the exploration of artificial vesicles with reversible

and  controllable  fusion  and  fission  behaviors  as  exosomes  is  a  definitely

appealing yet significantly challenging task.

Herein,  a  novel  Fe2+-coordinated  supramolecular  vesicle  was  facilely

fabricated by  using  aggregation-induced emission (AIE)-active  molecules  as

building  blocks.  As  illustrated  in  Scheme 1,  the  vesicle  underwent  a  fusion

process upon oxidation of Fe2+ to Fe3+, while a fission process further proceeded

when Fe3+ was reduced to Fe2+, demonstrating the  reversible fusion and fission

behaviors  modulated  by  redox reaction.  Noteworthy,  the  AIE characteristics

allow us to monitor the molecular configuration during vesicular transformation

via  fluorescence  technology.[7] Moreover,  these  vesicles  can  serve  as

nanocarrier  to  transfer  siRNA  into  cancer  cells.  This  study  presents  an

important step forward toward the development of artificial cellular membrane.



Scheme 1. Schematic illustration of construction of exosome-mimetic vesicles,
and their reversible and controllable fusion-fission behaviors.

The Fe2+-coordinated vesicles were constructed through self-assembly of AIE-

active  TPE-BPA, cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) and Fe2+ ions (Scheme

1).  TPE-BPA is  a  negative charged  tetra-armed  molecule,  which  exhibits  strong

fluorescent emission in aggregated states. It is able to spontaneously self-assemble

into  neutral  fluorescent  vesicles  through  integrating  with  eight  positively  charged

CTAB molecules via ionic interaction.[8] The coordinating heads of TPE-BPA make

the  TPE-BPA@8CTAB supramolecular  vesicles  capable  to  coordinate  with  many

metal ions, such as Fe2+ and Fe3+.[9] It was observed that with continuously adding Fe2+

ions into TPE-BPA@8CTAB vesicles solution, the Zeta potentials and UV absorption

of coordinating heads (255 nm) remarkably increased and reached a platform at the

molar ratio of TPE-BPA: Fe2+ = 1: 2 (Figure S1), implying the coordination between

vesicle and Fe2+ ions. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observation and

dynamic laser scattering (DLS) in Figure 1A and S2 revealed that Fe2+@vesicle had

well-defined  vesicular  structures  with  an  average  radius  of  25  nm. Atomic  force

microscopic (AFM) image showed that  Fe2+@vesicles were spherical  particles, and

the present concave feature confirmed the vesicular structures of Fe2+@vesicle (Figure

S3). Considering the collapsed structure in AFM images, the thickness of the vesicular

membrane was half  of  the  measured  height  from their  AFM images  (Figure  S3),

which were calculated to be  ∼10.1 nm and 7.5 nm.  Since the molecular lengths of

TPE-BPA and CTAB were respectively calculated to be around 2.5 nm and 2.0 nm,

the vesicle-like structures might possess a multilayer structure, where TPE-BPA acted

as the framework of membrane. Similarly, after addition of same amount of Fe3+ into

TPE-BPA@8CTAB vesicles  solution,  Fe3+@vesicle  showed vesicular  structures  as

well (Figure S2), and AFM images also demonstrated the collapsed vesicular structure

(Figure S4). In addition, the average radius and Zeta potential of Fe3+@vesicles were

determined to be 54 nm (Figure 1A) and 3 mV (Figure 1D), respectively.



Figure 1. (A) DLS results of Fe2+@vesicles and Fe3+@vesicles. Inserted pictures are
Cryo-TEM images of Fe2+@vesicles and Fe3+@vesicles.  Scale  bar  is  100 nm. UV
spectra  of  (B)  Fe2+@vesicles  upon  exposure  to  O2 and  (C)  Fe3+@vesicles  with
addition  of VC.  (D)  Radius  and  Zeta  potentials  variation  of  Fe2+@vesicles  upon
exposure  to  O2 and  Fe3+@vesicles  with  addition  of  VC.  (E)  Reversible  size  and
charged state change of the Fe2+@vesicles upon the alternate addition of VC and O2.

Despite Fe2+@vesicle and Fe3+@vesicle showed identical vesicular structures, their

differences  in  size  distribution  and  Zeta  potentials  inspired  us  to  modulate  their

reversible transformation via redox treatment. By bubbling O2 to the Fe2+@vesicle, the

UV absorption at 462 nm that was the specific coordination characteristic between

Fe2+ and coordinating group of TPE-BPA gradually decreased (Figure 1B), suggesting

the disappearance of this coordination[10],  which was also confirmed by the colour

change of solution from dark yellow to colourless. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS) measurement further showed that the Fe2+ has been oxidized into Fe3+ (Figure

S5).  Additionally,  upon  bubbling  O2 to  the  Fe2+@vesicle,  the  Zeta  potentials  of

vesicles decreased from 25 mV to 5 mV (Figure 1D), accompanied with a vesicular

radius  increase from 25 nm to 54 nm (Figure 1E).  Meanwhile,  TEM observation

revealed that the vesicles obtained from oxidation had exactly the same structure as

those directly prepared from Fe3+ (Figure S6A). These results definitely demonstrated

that  Fe2+@vesicle  was  transformed  into  Fe3+@vesicle.  It  was  observed  that  with

addition of reductive Vitamin C (VC) to Fe3+@vesicle system, UV absorption at 462



nm increased gradually, indicating the appearance of coordination between Fe2+ and

TPE-BPA (Figure 1C). Simultaneously, all the Zeta potentials, size of vesicles and the

morphology observed in TEM images of these generated vesicles were the same as

the Fe2+@vesicles (Figure 1D and S6B), which strongly suggested that Fe3+@vesicle

was  reduced  to  Fe2+@vesicle  by  VC.  Furthermore,  the  redox  cycle  between

Fe2+@vesicle  and  Fe3+@vesicle  can  be  reproduced  for  many  times,  which  was

witnessed by the alternative changes of both Zeta potential and size of the vesicle

(Figure  1E).  As  depicted  by the  TEM and  AFM images  (Figure  S7),  the  vesicle

morphology always remained constant during the repeated cycles. Combining all the

results  above,  it  seemed  reasonable  to  infer  that  the  transformation  between

Fe2+@vesicle  and  Fe3+@vesicle  could  be  reversibly  and  controllably  achieved  by

redox reaction. 

Given that the original TPE-BPA@CTAB vesicle was nearly charge neutral, it

was  understandable  that  binding  of  Fe2+ would  increase  the  zeta  potential  of  the

vesicle. However, it was rather surprising that binding of Fe3+, which carried higher

charges than the Fe2+, didn’t change the zeta potential of the vesicle very much. This

can be attributed to the hydrolysis of Fe3+ ions under the experimental condition (pH =

6). Indeed, theoretical analysis indicated that under the experimental pH condition,

around 78% Fe3+ existed in the form of non-charged Fe(OH)3 while the 21% was in

the form of Fe(OH)2
+ and 1% was Fe(OH)2+ (Figure S8). However, at the same pH

condition, Fe2+ was not hydrolysed at all. Since the hydrolysed species Fe(OH)n
(3-n)+

had  weaker  binding  ability  to  the  TPE-BPA vesicle,  only  few  Fe3+ species  were

coordinated  to  increase  the  surface  charges  of  Fe3+@vesicle.  This  was  proved  by

identical size and Zeta potential results between Fe3+@vesicle and original vesicles

(Figure  S9),  as  well  as  the  unchanged  UV absorption  (Figure  S10).  In  addition,

compared to Fe2+@vesicle, Fe3+@vesicle had a much indistinct contrast difference in

membrane  in  TEM  images,  which  suggested  that  few  Fe3+ ions  were  bound  to

Fe3+@vesicles while a large amount of Fe2+ ions were located in Fe2+@vesicle. 

The  redox  reaction  and  hydrolysis  could  slow  down  the  transformation,



which provide opportunities to investigate the reversible processes.  Real-time

DLS measurement demonstrated that the scattered light intensity gradually decreased

when sustaining bubbling O2 into Fe2+@vesicle solutions, which accompanied with

gradual  enlargement  of  the  radius  of  vesicles  over  time (Figure  2A and  2B).  For

example, with bubbling O2 for 1.5 h, the scattered light intensity decreased from 162

to 140 kcps, and the radius of vesicles raised from 25 to 35 nm. The scattered light

intensity is proportional to the number density and particle size of vesicles, therefore,

the  decrease  of  scattered  intensity  and  increase  of  particle  size  would  cause  a

significant reduce of number density of particles. This suggested that small vesicles

may fuse into large vesicles during the oxidizing process. The fusion process was

confirmed by TEM images where some small vesicles were fusing to form large bead-

like structure (Figure 2C). Similarly, when VC was added into Fe3+@vesicle solution,

the  scattered  light  intensity gradually increased over  time and reached a  platform

within 25 min, simultaneously a decrease of vesicles size occurred (Figure 2D and

2E). The abnormal increase of scattered intensity in the smaller Fe2+@vesicle system

could be mainly ascribe to the increased particle population, suggesting that fission

behaviour might occur in the reduction process. Interestingly, TEM images clearly

demonstrated the fission, in which a small vesicle was budding from the large vesicle

(Figure 2F). 



Figure  2. (A)  Real-time  scattering  intensity  change  and  (B)  size  distribution  of
Fe2+@vesicles exposed to O2. (C) TEM images of fusion behaviors of Fe2+@vesicles
upon oxidation. (D) Real-time scattering intensity change and (E) size distribution of
fission behaviors of Fe3+@vesicles with VC. (F) TEM images of fission process of
Fe2+@vesicles  upon reduction.  (G)  Schematic  illustration  of  mechanism reversible
and controllable fusion and fission behaviors.  

The  possible  mechanism  of  reversible  and  controllable  fusion  and  fission

behaviours  was  illustrated  in  Figure  2G.  In  Fe2+@vesicle,  due  to  the  strong

electrostatic repulsive interaction of positively charges produced by coordination of

Fe2+ ions, TPE-BPA molecules tended to repel each other and stacked in loose states.

As a result, the vesicles possessed a large curvature in membrane and a small radius.

When the Fe2+ was oxidized to Fe3+ by O2, positive charges and electrostatic repulsive

force drastically weakened, resulting in the compact stacking of vesicle membrane, as

most of the Fe3+ ions were hydrolysed and the yielded hydrates showed negligible

coordinated capacity. Consequently, vesicles fused together to lower their interaction

free energy and formed large-sized vesicles with small curvature. Inversely, upon the

reduction by adding VC, Fe3+ and their hydrates were transformed to Fe2+ ions, which

hold  an  excellent  coordinated  capacity  to  vesicles.  The  increased  electrostatic



repulsive force could cause the fission of vesicles, and subsequently generated small-

sized vesicles with large curvature. Thus, the vesicles reverted back to their original

state in the fission process via reduction. To check the dominant role of charges on

fission  and  fusion  of  vesicles,  Edetate  disodium  (EDTA)  that  has  stronger

coordination capability with Fe2+ than TPE-BPA was employed to remove metal ions.

With stepwise addition of EDTA into Fe2+@vesicle solution, the fluorescence of the

vesicles was gradually increased  (Figure 3A), which suggested that Fe2+ ions were

removed  from vesicle  because  Fe2+ was  able  to  quench  the  fluorescent  emission.

Moreover, the increase of radius and decrease of Zeta potentials of vesicles upon the

addition  of  EDTA also demonstrated  the vesicle  fusion  caused by the  removal  of

charges (Figure S11). When 0.25 mM EDTA was added, the vesicles showed the same

Zeta  potential,  radius  and morphology as  TPE-BPA@CTAB vesicles  (Figure 3B),

indicating that Fe2+@vesicle recovered to the original vesicles by removal of charges.

Supramolecular  materials  based  on  AIE  molecules  display  strong  fluorescent

emission, and the change of fluorescence is usually related to the rearrangement of

AIE molecules.[11] This provides us a convenient and sensitive protocol to monitor the

molecular  packing  architecture  during  vesicular  transformation.  Because  of  the

inherent obstacles of fluorescence quenching caused by both Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions, Co2+

ions were utilized for the evaluation. TPE-BPA@8CTAB vesicle was a charge-neutral

vesicle with strong fluorescent emission. The stepwise addition of Co2+ ions induced

the decrease in size of vesicles and the increase in Zeta potentials, corresponding to

fission process caused by charges  (Figure 3D). Meanwhile, the gradually decreased

fluorescent emission accompanying with a blue shift from 486 nm to 455 nm was

observed  (Figure 3C). These results indicated that AIE molecules possessed a more

twisted  configuration  and stacked loosely to  each other  in  Co2+@vesicles.  On the

contrary,  when EDTA was added to Co2+@vesicles  solution aiming to remove the

charges  in  membrane,  both  increased  size  and  decreased  Zeta  potentials  were

determined,  implying  the  occurrence  of  vesicle  fusion  (Figure 4F),  where  the

fluorescent emission gradually increased with a red emission shift from 455 nm to



488 nm (Figure 4E). Combined with TEM images (Figure S12), these results further

confirmed  the  supposed  mechanism towards  fusion  and  fission  behaviours  of  the

vesicles.   

Figure 3. (A) Fluorescence of Fe2+@vesicles with addition of EDTA. (B) Cryo-TEM
images of Fe2+@vesicles with 0.25 mM EDTA. Scale bar is 100 nm. (C) Fluorescence
intensity and (D) Zeta potentials-radius changes of vesicles with addition of Co2+. (E)
Fluorescence intensity and (F) Zeta potentials-radius variation of Co2+@vesicles with
addition of EDTA.

Substances with critical role in living systems could be encapsulated in exosomes

and transferred into cells, which stimulated us to take the exosome-mimetic vesicles

for drug delivery. As one of the most promising agents for cancer therapy, siRNA

plays  important  role  in  repairing  the  destroyed  biosystems.  However,  efficient

delivery  is  generally  required  because  of  the  low  cellular  uptake  of  siRNA.[12]

Benefiting from the negatively charged feature of siRNA, positive Fe2+@vesicle is

potentially  powerful  as  nanocarrier  for  siRNA.  Upon the  addition  of  siRNA into

Fe2+@vesicle solution,  the Zeta potential decreased from 25 mV to -5 mV, solidly

suggesting the binding of siRNA to vesicles (Figure S13). To straightforwardly track

the cellular uptake of siRNA, red-emissive dye Cy5 was used to label siRNA. As

depicted in Figure 4 and S14, negligible fluorescent signal was observed in cells when

bare siRNA without  vesicles was incubated in the cell culture. On the contrary, the

cells  exhibited bight emission after  incubating siRNA-loaded  Fe2+@vesicle  for the

same period. These outcomes obviously revealed that the utilization of Fe2+@vesicle



indeed  promoted  the  delivering  siRNA  to  cells.  On  account  of  the  oxidative

intracellular  environment  of  cancer  cells,[13] the  cell-engulfed  Fe2+@vesicle  can  be

oxidized to Fe3+@vesicle and consequentially lead to the release of siRNA in cancer

cells. The Agarose gel electrophoresis results showed that siRNA was indeed released

under oxidative condition, and a longer bubbling time of O2 induced a larger amount

of siRNA to be released (Figure S15A). Furthermore, the therapeutic efficiency of

siRNA loaded  Fe2+@vesicle was investigated by  quantitatively evaluating on HeLa

cancer  cells.  The  study  of  dose-dependent  cytotoxicity  revealed  that  cancer  cell

viability was gradually and rapidly decreased with raising the concentration of siRNA

loaded  Fe2+@vesicles,  as  illustrated  in  Figure  S15B,  2  μM of  siRNA  loaded

Fe2+@vesicles could cause almost complete cell death with only 7% of cell viability

remained. These results demonstrated that Fe2+@vesicles were considerably powerful

template for drug delivery.

Figure  4. Fluorescence  imaging  of  (A)  bare  siRNA  and  (B)  siRNA  loaded
Fe2+@vesicles after incubated in Hela cells for 4 h. 

We  have  successfully  fabricated  an  exosome-mimetic  vesicle  with  reversible

fusion  and  fission  behaviours  that  could  be  controlled  by  redox.  The  charges  of

vesicle played a significant role in vesicular transformation. When Fe2+ was oxidized

to Fe3+ by O2, positive charges were removed from vesicle because of the hydrolysis-

induced  decrease  of  coordinated  capacity.  Consequently,  vesicles  trended  to  fuse

together and form large-sized vesicles to lower the intension free energy. Inversely,



upon reduction of Fe3+ to Fe2+, the enhanced electrostatic repulsive force lead to the

formation of small-sized vesicles through fission process. Moreover, benefiting from

the  AIE  features  of  the  vesicle  building  blocks,  the  molecular  packing  states  in

vesicular transformation can be straightforwardly monitored by fluorescence emission

changes. The presented vesicles could also perform as nanocarrier for  siRNA. This

study  would  thus  provide  innovative  understanding  for  the  fusion  and  fission

behaviors  of  exosomes,  and  give  us  a  blueprint  for  the  next  generation  of  drug

delivery system.
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